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Positive attitudes buoy business success
KIMBERLEY VILLARI

A pessimistic employee can be
highly detrimental to a business – but a bad attitude can
be reversed in as little as two
days, according to a human
resources consultancy.
When it comes to productive staff the skill which
matters most is the right attitude, a fact many companies
overlook during the recruitment process, says The Foresight Institute director Jamie
Ford.
‘‘Intellect doesn’t actually
cut it, education is not the key,
social status is not the key.’’
The institute runs two-day
mental toughness and resilience courses through the
Auckland University and conference and training organisation Conferenz, focusing on
developing positive attitudes.
The courses begin with a
questionnaire designed by the
University of Pennsylvania
Positive Psychology Centre
chairman and founder of Positive Psychology professor
Martin Seligman to identify
attitudinal approaches of
employees.
Seligman has conducted
extensive research over 25
years on optimism and pessimism, including a seminal fiveyear study of American insurance giant Metropolitan
Life’s recruitment practices.
The study found Met Life
was not recruiting people who
had the best attitude possible
to succeed and this had
hindered the business.
‘‘It was demonstrated that
having spent millions of
dollars on their recruitment
process they were not testing
for the thing that really mattered,’’says Ford.
In addition to being more
productive, the research found
optimistic employees were less
likely to take days off sick as
their immune systems tended
to be higher.
Using Seligman’s questionnaire the institute tests
employees’ attitudes and
provides them with tools to
help address pessimistic
tendencies.
‘‘It’s very, very effective and
powerful. It enables people to
realise their potential, because
this is the thing that is holding
them back.’’
Ford
says
research

Jamie Ford: ‘Intellect doesn’t
actually cut it.’
demonstrates attitudes are
learned and therefore can be
unlearned.
‘‘We accidentally programme ourselves with pessimistic attitudes in the course
of our early life. They don’t
change unless we get some insight that helps us understand.
‘‘A lot of people say you
can’t change attitudes but I
think attitudes are relatively
easy to change, if you’ve got
the right tools. With the right
expertise and skill in using the
tools, it’s possible that quite
dramatic change can take
place really quickly.’’

In addition to becoming
more optimistic about
their workplace the
benefit for employees is
they feel more positive
about other areas of their
lives.

The institute also conducts
in-house courses for public and
private sector organisations,
encompassing
personal
coaching sessions and applied
exercises.
Companies whose staff
have been through the courses
include many of the country’s
top businesses, such as Amcor
Kiwi Packaging, Fletcher
Building, Fuji Xerox, Hyundai,
Vector, Air New Zealand and
The Warehouse, and central
and
local
government
departments.
Typical attendees range
from accountants and IT
people to sales managers and
general managers.
While
a
course
in

developing mental toughness
sounds gruelling, director
Jamie Ford says the opposite
is true.
‘‘They’re a lot of fun. In
some cases it’s a company recommendation that the person
comes along, but in most cases
people have nominated themselves.’’
In addition to becoming
more optimistic about their
workplace the benefit for
employees is they feel more
positive about other areas of
their lives.
Unlike
some
training
programmes, where people go
away with good intentions
only to file the material on a
shelf and forget about it, Ford
says when people finish the
mental toughness course they
find their attitudes have
changed for the better right
away.
‘‘It’s what we call a ‘sticky
skill’. Because of the way the
mind works it reminds you
about the fact that you’ve got
these tools there that you can
use.’’
He has found the most common issue for employees is
they personalise work issues
and this contributes to a pessimistic attitude.
‘‘We’re not talking about
people being insensitive, being
unsympathetic, not having
empathy or anything like that.
[It’s] about helping people to

Research shows too many pessimists is bad for business.
master their own moods and
their own emotions to a much
greater degree, and being less
influenced by the moods and
emotions and attitudes of
other people,’’ he says.
‘‘In selling for instance, it’s

difficult to succeed if you can’t
be empathetic, but the people
with the empathy and the
mental toughness do better.’’
The institute also runs
courses for developing high
performance sales and sport-
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ing teams but Ford says the
first thing people need to master is a positive attitude. ‘‘This
is the foundation of the house.
Particularly for sales people,
it’s the foundation that everything else is built on.’’

